
BEACH
One of the developed areas for tourism activities is             
the Darapidap Beach
Powdery fine black/gray sand 
Strong waves ideal for surfing and skimboarding

BAYWALK
900 m long and is planned to stretch that will cover all 8
coastal barangays
Perfect for strolling, walking, jogging, biking, and
other leisure activities

CDRRMC - 0917-538-9191

PNP - 0915-361-8181

TOURISM CHECK!
What to Explore

With its 16 Km shoreline and bountiful farmland, Candon
has diverse natural resources. 

 
The City has 8 coastal barangays in which several tourist

attractions can be found while some are under the
development and planning process.

 
THE SHORETHE SHORE

SCAN TO VIEWSCAN TO VIEW   
CANDON'SCANDON'S   

TOURIST MAPTOURIST MAP

MJ Cottages and Snack Bar - DOT
Accredited ; Mabuhay Accommodation

TNT and Lodging Inn - DOT Accredited ;
Mabuhay Accommodation

Candon Beach Resort - DOT Accredited ; 
Resort

Candon is a coastal component
City in the province of Ilocos Sur.

MAP OF CANDONMAP OF CANDON

HEALTH OFFICE 
- 0966-193-8592

Fun Fact: Along the baywalk, there are 40 rental Bahay
Kubos/Cottages that comes in different themes!

DID YOU KNOW?DID YOU KNOW?

Coastal Accommodations

CANDON'S COASTCANDON'S COASTCANDON'S COAST
"COAST THIS IS CANDON'S HIGH TIDES AND GOOD VIBES!"

Candon’s Coast has a friendly beach for
sea turtles! 

Sea turtle hatchlings are often seen and
They are released back to their natural

habitat

TOURISM CHECK!
Where to Stay

TOURISM CHECK!
In Case of Emergency

PHILIPPINE COAST GUARD 
 - 0917-817-3966

PUBLIC INFORMATION 
- 0917-568-3261

BFP - 0917-183-8911

DIVE INTO THE MAGICDIVE INTO THE MAGIC
MERMAID'S LAGOON
It is believed that the lagoon used to be a 
hangout spot of mermaids
Sharp rock formations surround the
lagoon 
Amazing view of the sunset
It has a diving area for adventurers 

office is located near the new lighthouse!



MANGROVE AVENUE
Hidden paradise where the
tourists can ride a raft while
exploring the mangroves.

FLOATING COTTAGES
Allow tourists to eat or enjoy a
picnic while relaxing with the view
of the mangroves.

BEACONS OF LIGHTBEACONS OF LIGHTPLAZA / PARKPLAZA / PARK

Mangroves are key weapons in the fight against 

climate change!

 

It has the ability to store a vast amount of carbon and support

sustainable coastal and marine ecosystems.

 

Unfortunately, they are under threat worldwide.

 

The abundance of Mangroves in the coastal areas of Candon

must be conserved for the benefit of all

 

TUMBLE WEED PARK
This relaxing spot
features a vast number of
tumble weed plants. The
Local name of tumble
weed is "taray-taray"

One is  used to connect Brgy

Darapidap and Brgy. Paypayad

and its purpose is more on the

convenience of the farmers

and residents than for tourism PAYPAYAD HANGING BRIDGE

This Hanging Bridge allows the
tourists to peacefully enjoy the view of
the mangroves. 
The bridge is near a residential area so
it is a great opportunity for the
tourists to immerse themselves in the
coastal life.

Welcome to Candon,
Welcome the Surprise!

There are 2 hanging bridges in Candon's Coastal area

The other Paypayad

Hanging Bridge is

developed for tourism where

nearby attractions and

activities can be found

ENVIRONMENTAL  AWARENESS  TIME

ONE WITH NATUREONE WITH NATURE

SHRIMP HATCHERY

A mix of laboratory and farm where
fish and shellfish are spawned,
hatched, and taken care of
The shrimp hatchery is open for
tourists who wants to observe the
process of aquaculture

OLD CANDON LIGHTHOUSE
It used to draw the community together and
continues to serve as reference for fishermen
during blackouts
The Old Candon Lighthouse serves as  a reminder
of the glory of Ilocos Sur

NEW CANDON LIGHTHOUSE
Also known by the Candonians as
“Lighthouse 2”
With its height and view of the sea,
sunrise, and sunset, It is a famous
photoshoot location for various events

DARAPIDAP SEASIDE
PLAZA
Currently under development
wherein the LGU plans to
include an aquarium or an
ocean park as an additional
tourist attraction. 

Fun fact: Taray means “to run” in Ilocano, and it is called taray-taray due
to the plant’s characteristic to roll brought by the force of the wind that
makes it seem like running. 

DID YOU KNOW?DID YOU KNOW?

SALT MAKING (CANDON WAY)SALT MAKING (CANDON WAY)

facebook.com/CandonCityTourism

candoncity.gov.ph/

Candon’s salt making industry is

currently on the verge of existence as

it is less popular compared to their

other sources of livelihood

Candon's Traditional

Salt making process!

Let's work together to preserve

Candon's salt making and raise

awareness on this cultural identity

SCAN TO VIEW


